
 
 

 
 

State Agency Overview and Mission  

The Office of the State Engineer, created in 1903, is 
responsible for the administration of Nevada water law.  The 
State Engineer is also the executive head of the Division  
of Water Resources (DWR) in the State Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources.  The State Engineer 
determines the rights of claimants to water, the use to which 
water may be put, the quantity of water reasonably required 
for beneficial use, and where water may be used.  
 
The mission of the DWR is to conserve, protect, manage, and enhance the State's water resources for Nevada's 
citizens through the appropriation and reallocation of the public waters.  In addition, the DWR is responsible for 
quantifying existing water rights; monitoring water use; distributing water in accordance with court decrees; 
reviewing water availability for new subdivisions and condominiums; reviewing the construction and operation of 
dams; appropriating geothermal water; licensing and regulating well drillers and water rights surveyors; reviewing 
flood control projects; monitoring water resource data and records; and providing technical assistance to the 
public and governmental agencies. 
 

Relevant Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) Chapters or Sections 

NRS 532—State Engineer 
NRS 533—Adjudication of Vested Water Rights; Appropriation of Public Waters 
NRS 534—Underground Water and Wells 
NRS 534A—Geothermal Resources 
NRS 535—Dams and Other Obstructions 
NRS 536—Ditches, Canals, Flumes and Other Conduits 
NRS 537—Navigable Waters 
NRS 538—Interstate Waters, Compacts and Commissions 
NRS 540—Planning and Development of Water Resources 
NRS 543—Control of Floods 
NRS 278—Planning and Zoning 
 

Issues 

Over-Appropriated Groundwater Basins—Nevada’s population growth, increasing urbanization, and the 
ongoing drought is putting greater and greater demands on the limited water resources within the State.  
Communities throughout Nevada are working to find a balance between growth and limited water resources. 
Conversions of water rights from agricultural to municipal use present challenges for rural communities and 
potential transfers of water from one basin or county to another have become matters of statewide interest.  Since 
most surface waters in the State were put to use before the twentieth century and Nevada’s allocation of Colorado 
River water is a mere 300,000 acre feet per year, determining the sustainability of groundwater sources is  
a critical concern. New growth in the State—be it agricultural, commercial, industrial, mining, residential, or 
tourism—generally must look to unappropriated groundwater or to changes in use of existing water rights.  
Nevada’s groundwater is divided into 256 hydrographic basins.  More than 20 percent of Nevada’s groundwater 
basins are considered severely over-appropriated by the State Engineer. 
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Domestic Wells—As in other western states, the cumulative impact of domestic wells on groundwater supplies is 
an ongoing concern in some areas of the State.  Domestic wells do not require a water right permit from the 
State Engineer, but are deemed by Nevada law to be a “protectable interest” and are allowed to use up to 
2-acre-feet of water annually.  Drought and growth have combined to create increasingly contentious water 
resource issues related to domestic wells. 

2015 Legislative Session—Recent Legislation 

Assembly Bill 415 (Enacted) 
A.B. 415 revises the definition of “farm” with regard to the use of water to include two or more tracts of land that 
are owned or leased by the same person within a federal reclamation project and used primarily for agricultural 
purposes, regardless of whether the tracts are contiguous to one another. 
 
Unsuccessful legislation related to perennial yield; the adjudication of vested water rights; critical management 
areas; and prestatutory water rights was also considered.  These and other related water issues may be 
reconsidered in the 2017 Legislative Session. 
 

2015–2016 Interim—Legislative Commission’s Subcommittee to Study Water:  

The Subcommittee to Study Water was established by the Legislative Commission and charged with the task of 
studying water resource issues in Nevada during the 2015–2016 Interim.  Based on a thorough review of relevant 
issues, the Subcommittee approved the following five bill draft requests (BDRs) for transmittal to the 79th Session 
of the Nevada Legislature in 2017: 

1. Request the drafting of a bill to expand the allowable uses of the existing grant program for water projects 
(NRS 349.980, et seq.), otherwise known as the “AB 198 Grant Program,” (Assembly Bill 198 [Chapter 559, 
Statutes of Nevada 1991]) to include a cloud seeding program as an allowable use of grant funds and to allow 
the Board for Financing Water Projects, Division of Environmental Protection, State Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources (SDCNR) to receive gifts, grants, and donations.  (BDR 30–356) 
 

2. Request the drafting of a bill to provide that at times of curtailment by priority by the Office of the State 
Engineer, Division of Water Resources, SDCNR, only withdrawals from domestic wells for outdoor water use 
are curtailed, with an excepted allowance for outdoor watering of pets and livestock.  (BDR  –357) 
 

3. Request the drafting of a bill to provide that in severely over-appropriated basins and designated critical 
management areas, the Office of the State Engineer limit withdrawals from new domestic wells to  
0.5 acre-feet annually.  The limitation is only applicable to new wells and is not applicable to currently existing 
domestic wells or to existing domestic wells that require rehabilitation, refurbishment, or replacement.  
(BDR 48–358) 
 

4. Request the drafting of a bill to require the claimant of a prestatutory water right to submit proof of the claim to 
the Office of the State Engineer on or before December 31, 2025, regardless of whether an adjudication has 
been ordered for a water source.  If the claimant fails to submit such proof, the claim is deemed to be 
abandoned.  (BDR 48–359) 
 

5. Request the drafting of a bill that clarifies management tools that may be approved by the Office of the State 
Engineer in a groundwater management plan (GMP) submitted for a basin designated as a critical 
management area.  The bill also clarifies that an approved GMP applies to all water users in a basin.  
(BDR  -367) 
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